
A maph G =(V, E) is
a set of fires of the

setof dos E. any set

If G is undirected
-S

Efepairs of ventices.

unordered uV

ow. 6 is directed a EUXU &

~successory
u+v head
A

predecessor/tail of
uq v

If urEE, was recent



For ueV.

Degree ofa is neighbors.
-

If G is directed,
indegrp: odges x+w-
out-degree:edges wy-

For graph algorithms,
U or E mightmean IV) or
IE).

ie0(V+E)



Representations
Adjacencymatrix.

NIx1) 2D array/matrix
ASi,j]=1 if edge ijEE.
ASi,j] =0 aw.

⑦(D) time to check
if an edge in E

⑦(V2 space always
&(v) time to find all neighbors

of a vertex



Adjacency list:
An array of length
IVI.

Each entrypoints
to a listof

adjacentvertices
of the entry's vertex

If G is undirected, each
odge appears twice.
av is vin a's list t

hin v's list

If 6 is directed us v

appears as vin n's list
only.



⑦(U+E) space
O(degree (n)) time to list

neighbors of u

⑦ (min Sdegree (u), deg voo(r)) to
check if an exists

Assume adjacencylist
unless told otherwise.



A walk is a sequence of
eAges s.t. each successive

pair share a ventex

o-nota path
&

4tos ot4~O -0>3 -8
Itis ahit it
repeats no vertices

A zo is a patht
we do repeatexactly
the first a lastvertex



A undirected graph is
msted if there is

from vortexa path every
to everyother vortex.

Problem:Given graph 60
a vertex s. Also given v,
is ~able from s. i.e.
does there exista path
from s to v?



Breadth-first search (BFS)

BF S(s):
out10,5) in a queue
while queue is notempty
take (p,r) from queue
if v is unmarked

mark v

parent(v) = p
for each edge w
put (r, w) in queue

Facts:1) Marks everyvortex
reachible from s exactlyonce.



2) Edges ofthe form

Parent(r) v form a spanning
tree on the component of-
6 containing s.

subgraph 1 of6:Has a
subsetof 6's vortices t

odgos
A componentof6 is a
-

maximal connected subgraph
A miningtroo is a

connected acyclic subgraph
containing everyno cycles

vontox



BFS(a)

3) Troe T
contains shortestpath from
s to every reachifle vortex

Min #odges
Running time:O(U+E)

Easter it s's componentis
small.)

Cone case of Erickson's
Whatever First Sparch)

Please use BFS for shortest
paths with unit (1) edge weights.



Depth-first Search (DFS):

OCUTE) time



Imagine, we pass aro and a
"clock" to time events...

vpre:ingtime of u

ripost:Miningtime

Cr.pre, .post]:interval
of V

Either two active intervals

are disjointor one contains
the other.



Cr.pre, v.post] <Cn,pre, post]
iff DFS(n) (indivoitly)
calls DFS (r)

implies us can reach v

Sortbyx.pre to get a
-order.

Sort by x, pos-I to getapostorder



Say we run DFSAll...

Fix a vertexof its
(future) v.protv. postvalues

↓ consider anymomentin
the algorithm.

v is Now it clock (U,pre

fire if vipvet clock supost

fished it ripost? clock

Consider an edge a -, v at
the moment DFS(u) begins.



If v is new, a recursive
call will mark v.

u.procr.precv.post-a, post

air is a wedge it
DFS(a) calls DFS(r) directly
air is a wedge ow.

If v is active,
v.pro-c.prec w,postorpost
air is a edge
Ifv is finished
-

v.post < a.pre- mpost
as a cross-



Thm (for nexttime):

Graph G has a directed

cyclo i88 DFSAll(G)

yield atleast one

rodger


